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The validity of the local density approximation as applied to the construction of the nucleon-
nucleus optical potential is studied. A Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin local (WKB) equivalent potential
to the second-order term of the Kerman, McManus, and Thaler (KMT) multiple scattering ex-
pansion of the nucleon nucleus optical potential is derived. Assuming that the nucleon-nucleon
transition amplitude is on the energy shell, we compare the microscopic KMT optical potential
with the approximate potential deduced from the nuclear matter limit by use of the local density
approximation. Calculations are presented for the nucleon- 0 system at 135 and 200 MeV incident
energies. It is shown that the use of the local density prescription leads to surface peaking of the
optical potential. This effect is absent from the second-order term of the optical potential derived
microscopically from the KMT approach.
PACS number(s): 24.10.Ht, 24.50.+s, 25.40.Cm
I. INTRODUCTION
When an incident nucleon scatters &om a nucleon in
a nucleus rather than in &ee space there are two basic
physical effects which require detailed treatment. One is
the action of the Pauli principle, which forbids or blocks
certain scattering processes due to the already occupied
single-particle states of the finite nucleus. The other is
that the incident and struck nucleons interact when each
is moving in an external potential field due to the remain-
ing core of target nucleons and which is also responsible
for binding the struck particle. The understanding of
these effects and thus of the interaction of nucleons with
nuclei in terms of the underlying target nucleus structure
(wave function) and the elementary free space nucleon-
nucleon (NN) interaction is of fundamental importance
in nuclear physics. A knowledge of this interaction is
an input in all scattering and reaction processes, and in
particular to high precision photon and electron induced
reactions resulting in single- or multiple-nucleon emis-
sion.
The clearest microscopic formulation of the nucleon-
nucleus potential is through multiple scattering expan-
sions, such as those formulated by Kerman, McManus,
and Thaler (KMT) [1]and Takeda and Watson [2]. These
expand the nucleon —finite-nucleus interaction in orders of
an in-medium NN transition amplitude toq. The KMT
formalism is usually reexpressed in terms of the NN am-
plitude toi(~ ) describing the free scattering of the pro-jectile and struck nucleons, but at appropriate effective
NN relative energies Cu . These approaches are based
&om the outset upon a finite nucleus description of the
target. The alternative most often used nonrelativistic
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procedure is to construct a NN g-matrix effective in-
teraction appropriate for a pair nucleons interacting in
infinit nuclear matter [3]. A local density approxima-
tion (LDA) is then used to apply the results to finite
nuclei [4—7]. At intermediate energies the KMT and g
matrix formalisms are formally identical, to second order
in the nucleon-nucleon transition amplitude, as was con-
sidered in detail in Ref. [8]. Calculations based on the
two approaches, however, disagree quantitatively and it
is thus of considerable importance to try to understand
the source of such disagreement. This paper attempts to
shed some light on this issue, and in particular the role
of the LDA, by comparing the microscopic KMT optical
potential, evaluated to second order in the NN transi-
tion amplitude, with the potential derived &om nuclear
matter by use of the LDA.
Early theoretical implementations of the KMT and
Takeda-Watson multiple scattering expansions suffered
in that they assumed only very simple (parametrized)
functional forms for the description of the NN scattering
amplitude [9,10]. Such analyses have advanced rapidly in
recent years, due in large part to the work of Redish and
Stricker-Bauer [11],who demonstrated the insensitivity
of realistic NN amplitudes, both on and off the energy
shell, to details of the assumed underlying interaction
model. These and other works also made such NN am-
plitudes readily available, for the best available theoreti-
cal NN interaction models, the Paris [12] and Bonn [13]
interactions. Very recently, a number of multiple scatter-
ing calculations of the nucleon optical potential have been
applied to the scattering of protons &om doubly closed-
shell nuclei at intermediate incident energies. Based on
the &ee NN axnplitude the nucleon-nucleus interactions
thus derived are relatively insensitive to the assumed NN
interaction. Additionally, as the on-shell nucleon-nucleon
transition amplitude is constrained by experimental NN
scattering data, and associated phase shifts, it follows
that nucleon-nucleus multiple scattering interactions are
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rather well determined by empirical NN information, at
least to the extent that the on-energy-shell behavior is a
dominant contribution.
The first-order expression for the KMT optical poten-
tial is the expectation value of the &ee NN amplitude
toi(~ ) in the target ground state. This term has been
the subject of a number of careful calculations using full
folding and optimal factorization techniques [14—16]. The
key issue here is the appropriate energy u [17] at which
the NN transition amplitude is to be sampled in evalu-
ating this matrix element. It is now evident [17,18] that
a fully consistent treatment of this interaction energy,
including the effects of both the struck nucleon binding
potential and the spread of energies associated with the
center-of-mass motion of the active NN pair, needs to
be carried out before definitive conclusions can be drawn
about the reliability of such calculations and of the ac-
curacy of the optimal factorization approximation.
The second-order term of the multiple scattering ex-
pansion has also been the subject of recent calculations
[8]. This term modifies the optical potential of the first-
order term to account for the Pauli blocking effects due
to the identity of the target nucleons. The published
calculations focused particular attention on the impor-
tance of the nonlocalities inherent in the NN amplitude
and the intermediate state propagator. Evident &om the
calculated 8-matrix elements [8] was that the effects of
Pauli blocking resulted in a significant reduction to the
nucleon-nucleus absorption, particularly in lower partial
waves. Local, phase equivalent interactions to the non-
local KMT optical potentials [19] confirmed these con-
clusions and showed that the second-order term reduced
the strengths of both the real and the imaginary parts of
the central part of the interaction in the nuclear interior.
There was also an increase in the strength of the real cen-
tral interaction at the nuclear surface, and a tendency for
surface peaking of the imaginary central part as the inci-
dent energy was decreased. These changes at the nuclear
surface were, however, smaller than those in the interior
and, due to the surface dominance of nucleon-nucleus
elastic scattering, the calculated elastic observables did
not show large sensitivity to these second-order effects.
Alternatively, NN information can be input into
nucleon-nucleus interaction calculations through NN g-
matrix interactions goi(p) appropriate for two nucleons
interacting in infinite nuclear matter of density p [3] and
which take account of Pauli blocking effects within the
(infinite) nuclear medium. Several groups have evaluated
such g matrices, starting &om a variety of free space NN
potentials and approximation strategies [4—6]. Inherent
in this approach is that a LDA has to be applied to go
&om nuclear matter to finite nuclei. In essence the g ma-
trix is evaluated for a range of matter densities and then
goi, at a given radial position R of density p(B) in the
finite nucleus, is identified with that of infinite nuclear
matter of the same density, i.e., goi(p(B)). To date the
validity of such approximations has not been verified by
detailed comparisons of finite nucleus results. Moreover,
unlike the underlying &ee NN transition amplitude, the
calculated go~ exhibit considerable sensitivity to the cho-
sen free space NN potential model [6]. In contrast to the
KMT finite nucleus calculations [8,19] calculated exper-
imental observables, diff'erential cross sections and spin
polarizations, at both low and interinediate energies [4,7],
are significantly affected by the use of the g-matrix inter-
action, an efFect which is attributed to the Pauli blocking
effects contained approximately therein. The use of the
g-matrix interaction does modify the nucleon optical po-
tential in the nuclear surface. The KMT formalism to
second order in the &ee NN amplitude also incorporates
Pauli blocking effects in the target medium. It is thus im-
portant to try to understand the sources of disagreement
between calculations based on these two approaches.
An attempt to understand the different sources of the
momentum dependence of the optical potential within
the nonrelativistic and relativistic approaches was re-
cently carried out [20]. A study of the validity of the LDA
within the relativistic &amework was also performed in
that work. It was found that the LDA contains the main
features of the energy dependence of the optical poten-
tial. In the bound state problem the LDA has been found
to overestimate the interaction energy for finite systems
considerably, particularly for light nuclei [21].
In the present work we first review the KMT optical
potential to second order in the underlying NN interac-
tion to~i(u ). Further details can be found in Ref. [8].
We also discuss briefly calculations in the nuclear matter
limit. Our primary aim is to investigate the accuracy of
the LDA in the context of the second-order (Pauli block-
ing) term of the optical potential. For the purpose of
evaluating the optical potential we assume here that the
NN amplitude is on the energy shell. In order to clarify
the effects of the use of the LDA upon the nuclear matter
optical potential, in particular its magnitude and radial
form, we derive a WKB local equivalent potential rep-
resentation, following the formulation of Horiuchi [22].
In this way we are able to compute the local equivalent
to the KMT optical potential for comparison with the
results of the LDA.
II. OPTICAL POTENTIAL
In the KMT formalism the elastic scattering observ-
ables are calculated in terms of the nucleon-nucleus (NA)
transition ainplitude TKM+ = A/(A —1)T(U ). Here
T(U +) is the transition operator generated from the
optical potential U, which is written as an expan-
sion in terms of the NN transition amplitude. If the
target ground state wave function is assumed to be
a single Slater determinant of occupied single-particle
states [a), with single-particle energies e, then to sec-
ond order in the NN amplitude the optical potential is
U = U~ ~ + U~ &, where the first-order term U~ ~ is
and the second order term U~ ~ is the sum of two com-
ponents, U~ ~ = UI' ' + UII, where
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(2)
TKMT T(U) T (UKMT)A —s (4)
where the auxilliary potential U is
U = ).(~lt.' (~-)l~)
In these equations the sums in cd and P run over all occu-
pied states and to& ((D ) is the free NN transition operator
for the energy parameter u, the energy of the NN pair
in their center-of-mass kame. In the impulse aproxima-
tion u is thus half of the incident laboratory nucleon
energy, El2 [15,16].
It can be shown [1,8] that the NA transition amplitude
satisfies the exact relationship
with )(J,~~ the NN reduced mass and A —P2 [1]are given
in terms of the isoscalar and isovector components of the
KMT NN amplitudes according to
A' = A,'+ 3A'. . (8)
D(q, q') = f dr fdr'e '(e're'")D(r, r') .
We have adopted an abbreviated notation for the squares
of the components of the NN amplitude, such that
+2 = Ap((d), k', k")Ao (u, k", k), and we have made use of
a small angle coplanar scattering approximation in treat-
ing the unit vectors defining the NN scattering plane.
The matrix elements of the second-order optical poten-
tial thus depend upon the target structure through the
correlation function D(q, q'),
and 8 p = E+ —Ko+ e —ep.
The meaning of the second term U&2~ in Eq. (5) is more
clear than in Eqs. (2) and (3). Its role is to subtract
off contributions to the first-order term &om collisions
between particles 0 and 1 which produce an intermedi-
ate state with particle 1 in an occupied 8tate and which
are therefore forbidden by the Pauli principle. The term
U&&, Eq. (3), arises naturally, however, in the second-
order KMT expansion to account correctly for all con-
tributions from target ground state matrix elements of
the NN transition amplitude to the physical scattering
amplitude. It was shown in Ref. [8] that at intermediate
energies the g-matrix and the KMT multiple scattering
formalisms are identical to second order in the &ee NN
amplitude, at which energies only the antisymmetrization
of the active NN pair and of the A target nucleons need
be considered explicitly, as in the KMT implementation.
If we neglect the single-particle energy differences e
ep in Eq. (5) [8], the momentum space matrix elements
of the interaction U~ ~ can be rewritten
(k(U~ ~(k') = —f " (dwk(,)",k)kg(kk") ( qD, ')q, (6)
where g(I(;") is the intermediate state propagator (in mo-
mentum representation) and q = k —k" and q ' = k"—k'
are the momentum transfers at the two NN vertices. For
a target of zero total spin and isospin
Explicitly
D(r, r') = A p(r)p(r') —A(A —1)p(r, r'), (io)
where p(r, r ') is the probability density of finding a nu-
cleon at position r and another at position r, i.e.,
1(r r') = (&01) b(r —r')h(r' —rs)l&o)
iwj
and p(r) is the single-particle density, normalized to
unity,
1
p(r) = —„(&.I):h(r —r')l0. ) .
From Eqs. (10)—(12) it follows that the correlation func-
tion is normalized to the number of nucleons A,
drdr 'D(r, r ') = A .
A clear conclusion from our previous studies [8] was that
those nonlocalities associated with the NN transition
amplitude are not significant in the evaluation of the
second-order term of the optical potential. Thus we write
[see Eq. (6)]
8(ur, k, k", k') =
- 252
p~N (2~)2
x (A' + 8' y 2C' + D' + 8' + 2X'),
(7)
(k'(("*'lk) = fdk"rer(~q)rer(~ q—')r(k")D(q,q'), ,
(14)
where to&((D, q ) is evaluated on the energy shell. A sum
over all components of the scattering amplitude, as in
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Eq. (7), is implicit. The matrix elements of the potential
rss
U~ ~ in configuration space are then
with g(lr —r 'l) the intermediate state propagator in con-
figuration space. F(r, r ') is the folding of the product of
the spin-isospin averages of the finite range NN ampli-
tudes with the correlation function,
F(r r ) drldr2 tpi()d r ri)tpi(~ r ' r2)D(rl r2)f f
where
tpi (ur, s ) = dq tpi (Pd, q ) exP(iq s )f f (17)
Of course in the limit of the zero range approximation to
the NN amplitude, the second-order optical potential is
simply related to the correlation function, i.e.,
(r'lU&Rlr) = —g(lr —r'l)(27r) t~~, (~, q = 0) D(r, r') .
To exhibit more clearly the efFect of the finite range of the
NN interaction, we rewrite in terms of the NN center-
of-mass and separation variables Ri2 —[ri + r2]/2 and
sy2 = r2 —ry as
F(r, r') = /dRrsdsrsSsr(tr, r —Rrs + srr/2)
x tpi (~, r ' —Riz —siz/2) D(Riz, siz) . (19)
As a function of NN separation, the correlation function
is of longer range than the &ee NN amplitude. Thus cor-
relation functions that difFer in their dependence on this
separation are expected to modify the second-order opti-
cal potential to some extent. We quantify these changes
by considering difFerent correlations in Sec. IV.
To check the validity of the LDA we will consider the
function F for nuclear matter of density p. In this limit
the correlation function depends only upon Sq2, and so
F~(r —r ') = dridrztpi(~, r —ri)tpi(~, r ' —rz)f f
xD(p, siz) . (20)
It is clear &om Eq. (18) that, in the zero range limit,
the accuracy of the LDA is determined only by the ex-
tent to which the LDA to the nuclear matter correlation
function is a good representation of that of the finite nu-
cleus. Since LDA's are specifically engineered to achieve
this reproduction, then in the zero range limit the LDA
is expected to be accurate. Application of the LDA to
the optical potential, however, takes place at the level
of Eq. (20), only after the integrations over the finite
ranged NN interaction have been carried out. In those
regions where the target density and correlation function
vary rapidly with Bq2, with a range comparable with
III. LOCAL EQUIVALENT POTENTIAL
To display the eff'ects of difFerent target correlation
functions and of the use of the LDA on the strength and
shapes of the derived optical potentials at the nuclear
surface, we introduce a local equivalent potential V''i(r)
to the nonlocal second-order KMT optical potential. The
wave function for scattering &om this potential satisfies
the Schrodinger equation
2pNA
(21)
with pedi the nucleon target reduced mass. In Ref. [19]
we evaluated phase equivalent local potentials which re-
produced with high accuracy the elastic partial wave S-
matrix elements obtained &om the full microscopic mo-
mentum space calculations. It was found that for ener-
gies in excess of 100 MeV, the S-matrix elements of the
second-order KMT potential could be reproduced by a
smooth and orbital angular momentum independent lo-
cal interaction. In the present work we are primarily
interested in the study of the effect of the LDA on the
second-order term of the KMT potential. To evaluate a
local equivalent to this potential term we make use of for-
malism developed by Horiuchi [22]. This makes use of the
WKB approximation which is valid for proton incident
energies in the energy region of interest. As described
in detail in Sec. IV we are able to obtain an analytic
expression for the local equivalent of the second-order
term. This allows the efFect of assumptions made in the
evaluation of the optical potential to be identified very
clearly.
We consider first the scattering &om an optical po-
tential with local and nonlocal components, written
V (r) + G(r, r '). The Schrodinger equation thus assumes
the forxn
h2
&'~N~(r ) + V(r)@NL(r )2pwx
+ dr'G r r' CNg r' = ECNg r . 22
If the nonlocal component satisfies the normal symmetry
and rotational invariance requirements, then G(r, r ') is a
function of the three scalar variables r, r', and r. r ', or
alternatively of (r + r ') z, (r —r ') z, and (r + r ') (r —r ').
For the problem of interest, finding a local equivalent
to the second order KMT p-otential, Eq. (5), we assume
V (r) is the local equivalent of the first-order KMT term.
In fact we take V(r) to be the local phase equivalent in-
teraction obtained in Ref. [19]. The nonlocal component
G(r, r') is then associated with the second-order term
the range of the NN amplitude, the LDA is expected to
break down. An assessment of the validity of this ap-
proximation for the second-order (Pauli blocking) term
of the nucleon optical potential is the main objective of
this paper.
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Eq. (6) in the configuration space representation.
For completeness we describe brie8y the local potential
prescription of Horiuchi [22]. An equivalent local poten-
tial is expressed in terms of the signer transform of the
nonlocal potential
k w [E —V'q(r)] (24)
in partial wave 8, is obtained &om the %igner transform
after the substitutions
G (r, k) =/dse"'"G(r —s/2, rd-s/2), (23)
and
where rotational invariance implies that G (r, k)
G~(rs, k2, (r k) 2). The local equivalent potential, acting
I
with the result that
2pwxr j
2 r2
"(r) = V( )+G ' [E —V"( )] „, ~ @—V"( (26)
The equivalent potential is in general 8 dependent, which arises from the angular dependence upon the position r and
the momentum k. The radial wave functions generated in the nonlocal uNL(r) and local uL, (r) potentials are related
by [22]
uNL (r) = A(r )uL, (r),
2)(d mz BG 2@~~r DG
Bk h 8(r k)2 (27)
IV. TARGET NUCLEUS CORRELATIONS
A. Single-particle calculations
Assuming a single determinant (extreme single-particle model) for the target nucleus wave function, the target
density is
S E»(r) = —) .{~(~)lh(r —ri) l~(I)) (28)
and the two-nucleon correlation function is
DE»(r r') = ):{~(~)P(2)lh(r —»)b(r' —») IP(l)~(2))
aPcrg ~g rg ~g
n' r, (T], 7$ * r', 02, r2 r, cr], ry o. r', cr2, V2
If we neglect spin-orbit forces, then o;:—(n, 8,m ) and
o.(r, oi, ri) = R g (r)Yr. .(r)y ((ri)y (ri) . (30)
Upon summing over spin and isospin variables then
DEsp (r, r ') = I g(r r ') I
where g(r, r') is the mixed density,
g(r, r') = 2 ) R„g (r)Y&' (r)R„g (r')Yg ~ (r"') .
+aCa~a
(32)
For a doubly closed-shell nucleus the single-particle density and correlation function are readily expressed in terms of
the single-particle radial wave functions according to
esp(r) =
~
—) &". [R«.~.(r)]'
n
(33)
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Dsp(r, r') =, ) l EpR„.g. (r)R„,g, (r)R„.I, (r')R„,gs(r')) (E OEPOILO)'Pr(cosO),
~ s ~~e~ L
(34)
where E = $2E+ 1, 0 is the angle between vectors r and r', and the sums are over occupied states. Assuming a
harmonic oscillator (HO) model for the target wave function the Rqr(r) states, normalized to unity, are
Rg~(r) = I s
~
„ I I
— exp[ —r'/(2a')],
era 2E+ 1!!j Ea
with a = (mao/h) ~~2 chosen to reproduce the charge density &om electron scattering data. For an ~sO target,
(35)
psp(r) = I I 1+ rexp—(—r /a ) .(4xs&2as ) a2 {36)
To compare the correlations &om the single-particle and local density approaches it is more convenient to use the
coordinates R and 8, in which
2 24 2 (, s ) 2 2 2Dsp(R, s) = 1. +
I
R
I
exp —2(R + s /4)/a4) (37)
B. Local density approximations to the correlation
function
PNM /2] (38)
The NM correlation function is
1-
DNM(r& r ) = DNM(PNM& s) ——[PNMGFG(kps)] ~ (39)4
where GFG(x) is the Fermi gas correlation,
GFG(x) = 3jq(x)/x,
and jq(x) is the spherical Bessel function. The finite nu-
cleus [of density p(R)] limit is found using a LDA. The
most commonly used of these is the Slater (Sl) approxi-
mation in which pNM ~ Ap(R), kF ~ kF(R), to give
%e introduce the prescriptions most often used in the
application of nuclear matter calculations of the corre-
lation function to finite nuclei. The local density ap-
proximation (LDA) to the correlation function consid-
ers as a starting point a uniform system of noninteract-
ing fermion-nuclear matter (NM) whose density pNM and
Fermi momentum k~ are related by
limit of an homogeneous infinite system. As was pointed
out by Pandariphande [23], the Slater approximation se-
riously overestimates the mixed density at the nuclear
surface. Whereas if the particle density at one of the
points r, r ' is zero, the exact mixed density vanishes, and
the Slater approximation gsg(R, s) can nevertheless be
finite if the density at the center of mass R is nonvanish-
ing. For this reason Negele and Vautherin [24] proposed
an expansion of the mixed density (DME) in powers of
the NN separation about the center-of-mass point. Per-
forming the angular integral over all NN separation di-
rections they obtained, to second order in the gradient
of the density, a correction term to the Slater approxi-
mation. This term takes into account approximately the
departures of the mixed density in the finite nucleus &om
its value in the nuclear matter.
Campi and Bouyssy (CB) [25] propose an alterna-
tive approximation to the mixed density based upon the
DME. Essentially they choose an eH'ective average Fermi
momentum kp(R) so as to cancel the correction term of
Negele and Vautherin. For light nuclei, using HO wave
functions, this effective Fermi momentum has a simple
analytic expression in terms of the HO parameter. Ex-
plicitly, for sO [25],
1
gs~(R, s) = gsg(R, s) = —Ap(R)GFG(ky(R)s)2 (41)
5 f 9/2 + 3R2/a2 &
3a ( 1+2R /a
and hence
kp(R) = f3~ Ap(R)/2] (42)
The Slater approximation is, of course, exact only in the
I
The mixed density obtained thus has the same simple an-
alytic form as the Slater approximation, but incorporates
approximately the finite nucleus deviations.
An alternative prescription for the mixed density was
proposed by Pandharipande (Pan) [23],
1
gp „(R,s) = —Adp(IR+ s/2I)p(IR s/2I)GFG(k&(R s)s) (44)
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with effective Fermi momentum
k~(R s) = (3~'Alp(IR+ sl21) + p(IR —s/2I)]/4)' ', (45)
which has the proper asymptotic behavior as p(r) or p(r') go to zero.
gn approximate (app) mixed density with the proper p(r) ~ 0 asymptotic behavior, but which is more easily
handled nuxnerically, is
g ) ~(R, s) = —Agp(IR+ s/2I)p(IR —s/2I)GFG(ky (R)s),1
with k» (R) given by Eq. (42). Using HO wave functions, the product of the densities can be written
p(IR+ s/2I) p(IR —s/2I) = po(R, s) + p2(R, s)P2(cos 8),
with
(46)
(47)
po(R, s) = 16vrsas ( a2 )I 1+ (R +—s/4) I
4 R s exp[—2(R +s /4)/a ],
1
p2(R, s) = — s R s exp[—2(R + s /4)/a ] . (4S)
The correlation function derived from Eq. (46) is therefore
D~pp(R, s) = —A p(IR+ s/2I) p(IR —s/2I) [GFG(ky(R)s))
= Do(R, s) + D2(R, s)P2(cos 8) (49)
The second term accounts for the dependence on the di-
rection of the NN separation vector relative to that of
their center of mass.
V. SECOND-ORDER POTENTIAL
G (r, k) = G (r, k, (r k) )
= Go (r2k )+G2 (r, k, (r k) ), (53)
with
I
We proceed by evaluating the angular integral appearing
in the Wigner transform Eq. (50), with the result that
A. Wigner transform
The Wigner transform of the second-order potential
term is
G~(r2, k') =r, (k, r),
G2 (r, k, (r k) ) =22(k, r)(r" k)
and where
(54)
(55)
G~(r, k) = —fds e"sg(s)F(r — / r+ssg/g)
dse"'"g 8 F r, s
ds se'"" dA, e*'"F(r,s ),2miP (50)
with
F(r, s) = F(r, s p )
= Fo (r, s) + Fz (r, s)P2 (p)
= Fo(r, s) + F2(r, s)(s r) (5i)
sss
where F(r, s ) is precisely the function F but expressed in
terms of the NN center-of-mass and separation variables.
The function F(r, s ) can be written (y, = s r)
(g, r) s= i fdesjs(gs)e'""F„'(r, s) . (56)
The A = 0 component of the second-order potential is
therefore given by
U& e(r) = fdesje(jss)e'""F/((r, s), (57)
and, for a spherical nucleus, using HO target wave func-
tions, the second-order term of the KMT potential can
be represented by a local E-independent equivalent poten-
tial. This is the expression calculated nuxnerically here.
We note that in the high-energy limit, assuming the
efFective moment»m k in the Wigner transform can be
fixed. to the incident momentum k kp, as is appropriate
at high energies,
Fo (r, s) = F()(r, s) —F2 (r, s) /2,
F2(r, s) = 3F2(r, s)/2 .
(52)
jo (kos) e'"" 2kps ' (5S)
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this expression may be simplified further to give
U( )o(r) - ds Fo(r, s),
0
where the explicit 1/ko factor will reduce the Pauli block-
ing efFects with increasing incident energy.
B. Local potential representation
( ) = fdseje(ks)e'""F" (r, s), (64)
where the fact that this is the second-order term is un-
derstood implicitly. The explicit formula for F"DA(r, s)
is included in the Appendix.
The self-consistent optical potentials are calculated by
replacing, initially, the momentum k in the Wigner trans-
form by the incident momentum ko, such that the lowest-
order estimate of the local second-order potential term is
p( q q') = po(~) xp(- [q'+q"])
where po(~) is the q, q' -+ 0 limit of p(u, q, q'). Thus, in
the con6guration space integrals we replace
to, (~, s)to1(~, s') = pp((u) exp( —c[s + s' ]), (61)
To arrive at an analytic expression for the Wigner
transform we now assume that the NN amplitude is on
the energy shell. Thus, in momentum space, Eq. (7)
becomes P(u, q, q') with q and q' the NN momentum
transfers and where A2o——Ao((d), q)Ao(ur, q'), etc. In the
present work we parametrize P(u, q, q') with a Gaussian
momentum transfer dependence as
U~™o(r)= fdssjo()sos)e' "F,(rs) . , (65)
Given the local equivalent V(r) to the first-order KMT
potential and the estimated U& o(r), Eq. (57) or (64) can
now be iterated to convergence with k calculated at each
iteration &om Eq. (24) with V'q(r) = V(r) + U& o(r).
Similarly, in the case of the use of D &&(R, s), where
the A = 2 component is nonvanishing and the result-
ing optical potential is 8 dependent, Eq. (53) is iter-
ated to convergence with k calculated &om Eq. (24) with
V'q(r) = V (r) + U& o(r) + Xp 2(k, r) (r" k ) and (r k )
given by Eq. (25).
Fs(r, s) = d ( )e 'o"ts' f Boodsro f ssodsro
X DA(+12o S12)+A(ro So +12o S12) (62)
Here Dp(R12o s12) can be replaced by either the finite nu-
cleus (single-particle xnodel) correlation or one of the LD
approximations to it, as discussed in Sec. IV. Explicit for-
mulas for the Fp(r, s) are collected in the Appendix. The
A = 2 component arises only when we consider the ap-
proximate local mixed density denoted "app" in Sec. IV.
Alternatively, in the case of the LDA for the opti-
cal potential deduced from the nuclear matter limit, the
density-dependent optical potential, we obtain
F (r, s) = Fp(„)(s)
= Po(os)e " *fds, ossoR ( , )sero
x D(p(r), s12), (68)
and hence
where c = 1/4c and Po((d)) = [4nr] Po(u). Thus the
NN dynamics will determine the strength of the second-
order potential, essentially through P()(u). The choice of
a Gaussian parametrization is one only of simplicity and
implies an approximate description of the con6guration
space NN form factor. Such detailed considerations of
radial form are not relevant, however, to the main pur-
pose of the present work. The choice of parameters in
the parametrization is discussed in the following section.
With the adopted parametrization the functions
F1,(r, s), (A = 0, 2) for the microscopic KMT interaction
are now expressed as double radial integrals, with the
target correlation function, as
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Nucleon-nucleon amplitudes
In previous studies of the second-order KMT optical
potential [8,19] the required &ee NN amplitudes were
calculated exactly, both on and ofF the energy shell, from
the Paris potential [12,26]. In the present work the NN
amplitudes are assumed on the energy shell. A detailed
evaluation of the second-order term of the KMT poten-
tial was presented in [8]. Our aim here is to provide
insight into the validity of local density approximations
to the second-order (Pauli blocking) term of the optical
potential and we have therefore assumed the simpli6ed
Gaussian parametrized form of the P function, Eq. (7),
as a function of the NN energy and momentum transfer,
and given by Eq. (60).
In using Eq. (60) the overall normalization Po(~) was
assigned the value calculated from the Paris NN poten-
tial, Eq. (7), at zero momentum transfers, q = q' = 0.
The Gaussian range parameter c, at 135 and 200 MeV
incident energies, was chosen such that the imaginary
part of the calculated local potential to the second term
was consistent with that obtained &om the fully micro-
scopic second-order calculations of Ref. [19].We obtained
the values c = 0.95 fm~ and c = 0.75 fm at 135 and
200 MeV, respectively. A comparison of the calculated
P(uo q, q') with these parameters, dashed curves, with the
exact Paris potential P function Eq. (7), solid curves, for
the diagonal (q = q') elements is presented in Fig. 1. We
note that the Gaussian parametrization does provide a
reasonable description of the imaginary parts of the rel-
evant NN form factor for q ( 1.5 fm, at both 135
and 200 MeV, and also follows the main trend of the real
parts of the amplitude.
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FIG. 1. Comparison of
the calculated P(w, q, q) with
c = 0.95 fm (135 MeV)
and c = 0.75 fm (200 MeV)
(dashed curves) with the exact
P(u, q, q) derived from the Paris
potential (solid curves).
B. Correlation functions
In this subsection we consider brieBy the extreme
single-particle model correlation function for an ~ 0 tar-
get and the local density approximations to it. For consis-
tency we use the harmonic oscillator (HO) description of
the target single-particle functions in calculating both the
single-particle, and the LDA's to the correlation function.
The oscillator range parameter a=1.77 fm was taken &om
Donnelly and Walker [27].
Figure 2 shows the correlation function, in the
form of an effective NN correlation [G,ir(R, s)]
4D(R, s)/[Ap(B)]2, as a function of the NN separa-
tion 8 for several values of NN center-of-mass position
B. In the limit of nuclear matter the presented func-
tion thus reduces to the square of the Fermi gas cor-
relation [GFG(k~s)], of Eq. (40). The curves show
the single-particle model results (solid line) and the CB
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FIG. 2. Calculated corre-
lation function, in the form
4D(R, s)/[Ap(R)], as a func-
tion of the NN separation s
for several values of NN cen-
ter-of-mass position R. The
curves show the single-particle
results (solid line) and the CB
(dot-dashed line) and Siater
(dotted line) approximations to
it.
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(dot-dashed line) and Slater (dotted line) approximations
to it. Whereas the efFective Fermi momentum of the
Slater approximation decays rapidy to zero, as p(R) ~
R2~s exp[ —R2/(3a2)], the CB expression k~(R) decays
only slowly, and to a constant value in the case of HO
single-particle functions. As would be expected from this
behavior and the form of GFG, the Slater approximation
to the correlation function at the nuclear surface has a
longer tail as a function of the NN separation. In the
case of the description of Pandariphande (Pan) and of
the approximate (app) description, Fig. 3, the results are
shown as open and solid circles and as solid and dashed
lines and for R perpendicular to s and R parallel to s,
respectively. The approximate correlation function D pp
also gives a very reasonable description of the Panda-
riphande (Pan) prescription. The Campi-Bouyssy local
density approximation gives a very reliable representa-
tion of the finite nucleus single-particle correlation func-
tion.
C. Optical potential
Using the correlation functions above, the local equiva-
lent to the second-order term of the optical potential can
be calculated from both the finite nucleus viewpoint and,
using the LDA, from the nuclear matter limit. All cal-
culations presented here relate to nucleon- 0 scattering
at 135 and 200 MeV.
f. Microscopic optical potential
Figure 4 shows the real and imaginary parts of the
local equivalent to the second-order term of the micro-
scopic optical potential Uo (r), Eq. (57), at 135 MeV.
The curves show the single-particle (solid line), CB (dot-
dashed line), and Slater (dotted line) approximations to
the Pauli blocking term where the I"o(r, s) are calculated
&om Eq. (62). The Campi-Bouyssy LDA to the corre-
lation function gives a good representation of the single-
particle optical potential, as was expected given the re-
sults presented in Fig. 2. The potential derived from the
Slater approximation decays more slowly than the corre-
sponding single-particle-based potential. Nevertheless, it
gives qualitatively the same results, despite giving a poor
description of the correlation function at the nuclear sur-
face, since only the short range behavior of the correla-
tion function is sampled in the evaluation of the optical
potential. The figure also shows the corresponding opti-
cal potential calculations at 200 MeV with qualitatively
similar results.
In Fig. 5 we compare the calculated local second-order
terms Uo (r) at 135 and 200 MeV of the present work,
and derived from the Wigner transform, with those ob-
tained by inversion of the S-matrix elements of the com-
plete microscopic calculations described in Refs. [8,19].
Both the real and imaginary parts of the second-order
term of the optical potential from the Wigner trans-
form approach provide a quantitative representation of
the phase equivalent local potentials of [19],particularly
in the nuclear surface of particular interest for the dis-
cussion of the LDA presented here. The main features of
the small real part of the optical potential are correctly
generated, but the interior contribution is not accurately
reproduced. These results give us confidence in the abil-
ity of the model derived to determine the essential qual-
itative and quantitative features of the use of the LDA
for the Pauli blocking term of the microscopic optical
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Figure 6 presents the real and imaginary parts of
the second-order term of the optical potential derived
&om the approximate correlation function, denoted D pp
earlier, and which was introduced to approximate (see
Fig. 3) the Pandharipande correlation function, but in
a rather simpler numerical form. As was noted earlier,
the residual dependence in these descriptions of the corre-
lation function, upon the directions of the NN center-of-
mass and separation vectors, leads to the derived optical
potentials being partial wave (/) dependent. The figure
presents the potentials calculated in the E =0, 10, 20,
and 30 partial waves. As follows from the figure the E
dependence is relatively weak over the range of relevant
orbital angular momenta and the underlying interaction
is quantitatively very similar to that of the earlier used
correlation functions.
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FIG. 4. Calculated real and imaginary parts of the local
equivalent to the second-order term of the microscopic opti-
cal potential at 135 MeV (upper figure) and 200 MeV (lower
Sgure). The curves show the single-particle (solid line), and
approximate CB (dot-dashed line) and Sister (dotted line)
results.
f. Local deneity appreaimation calcalatione
1.5 I I
In Fig. 7 we compare these microscopic second-order
terms of the optical potential at 135 MeV, derived from
Eq. (62), with the density-dependent (DD) approxima-
tion to the optical potential calculated &om FL A(r, s)
of Eq. (63). The dot-dashed and dotted curves are the
same as those in Fig. 4 and result from using the CB
and Slater approximations to the correlation function in
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Eq. (62). The solid and long-dashed curves show the po-
tentials derived &om the nuclear matter limit by the use
of the CB and Slater correlation functions in FLD+(r, s).
Figure 8 shows the corresponding curves at 200 MeV.
It is clear &om the 6gures that the LDA to the nuclear
matter optical potential results in a signi6cantly more
surface peaked potential than is obtained microscopically
&om the 6nite nucleus correlation function through Eq.
(62).
Figure 9 shows the zero range (of the NN amplitude)
limit of the second-order term of the optical potential de-
rived from the single-particle correlation function (solid
line), and the density dependent optical potentials de-
rived from CB (dot-dashed line) and Slater (dotted. line)
correlation functions at 135 and 200 MeV. Comparison
with Figs. 6 and 7 shows that, as expected, the zero range
approximation leads to a considerable overestimation of
the optical potential, as was obtained in the work of Ref.
[8]. The similarity between all calculations in this case
reBects the fact that the LDA is valid in the limit of the
zero range approximation, the deviations reBecting only
the effects of differences of the Slater and CB approxi-
mations to the correlation function in Eq. (18).
D. Elastic scattering observables
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FIG. 8. As for Fig. 7 but for 200 MeV nucleon energy.
descriptions of the target nucleus correlation function
within the microscopic calculations of the second-order
term of the KMT potential we show, in Fig. 10, the cal-
culated nucleon-~ 0 elastic scattering analyzing powers
at 200 MeV. The curves shown are generated &om the
second-order optical potentials derived &om the single-
particle (solid line), the CB (dot-dashed line), the Slater
(dotted line), and the approximate (open circles) correla-
tion functions. The corresponding curves for the diEeren-
In all calculations in this section the approximate
methods of this paper are used to obtain the local second-
order term of the optical potential. These potentials are
then added to the local representation of the 6rst-order
term of the KMT potential obtained in [19], including
its spin dependence, and the observables calculated. The
Coulomb interaction is not included and is of no relevance
to the present discussion.
To clarify the significance of the use of approximate
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the microscopic second-order
term of the optical potential at 135 MeV with the den-
sity-dependent (DD) approximation to the optical potential
as described in the text. The dot-dashed and dotted curves
result from using the CB and Slater approximations to the
correlation function as in Fig. 4. The solid and long-dashed
curves show the corresonding density-dependent (DD) poten-
tials derived from the nuclear matter limit.
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FIG 9. Calcu.lated zero range (of the NN amplitude)
limit of the second-order optical potential term derived
f'rom the single-particle correlation function (solid line), and
the density dependent optical potentials derived from CB
(dot-dashed line) and Slater (dotted line) correlation func-
tions at 135 and 200 MeV.
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ment of the correlation function due to the fact that only
the short range behavior, in the NN separation distance,
is sampled in the evaluation of the optical potential. Be-
cause to the finite range of the NN transition amplitude,
we show, however, that the derived local optical poten-
tial is very sensitive to approximations performed at the
nuclear surface and inherent in the LDA prescriptions.
It is shown that the use of the local density prescription
leads to surface peaking of the optical potential, an ef-
fect which is absent from the second-order term of the
optical potential derived microscopically from the KMT
approach. The effects are significant and can be observed
in calculations of nucleon elastic scattering observables.
We conclude that the local density approximation is
a poor approximation to the treatment of Pauli block-
ing eKects included in microscopic calculations of the
nucleon-nucleus optical potential. Care must be taken in
the interpretation of the results obtained &om formula-
tions which make use of such local density prescriptions.
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APPENDIX
The Wigner transform of the second-order optical potential involves the evaluation of the folding of the product of
the NN amplitudes with the target correlation function, i.e.,
F(rr') = fdr, odrstos (orr —rt)t, ot(ts, r ' —rs)D(rt, rs) .
In the configuration space integrals, we replace
(Ai}
t(), (~, s)t(), (u), s') = po(ur) exp( —c[s + s'2)), (A2)
where Po((d) = [4cn] Po(u), with Po(u) = P(ur, o, o), given by Eq. (60).
Defining I' in terms of the NN relative and center-of-mass coordinates,
Fs(r s) =Ps(e)e 't" +' tt f R dRtt f s deere t +" tt C"t(rs'Rs,ts, s)ts, (A3)
where
~A(rt st +12t s12) —(4s ) DA(+1st s12)i pt(i4«&12) jA(icss12) (A4)
These equations can be rewritten
(r, F)s= Ps( )e ' "o+ts' fRtsdRts f stsdsssDs(Rst )R s(rt,sRs, s)stets
where Rg(r, s, B12,s12) is readily obtained from Eqs. (A3—A4) as
(A5)
Rg(r, s, B12,s12) = («) e 'I "+"'j jP(i4«&12) jP(iess12) (A6)
We also consider the folding of the NN scattering components with a density-dependent correlation function:
Fs(r —r') = fdrtdrttes(os, r —rt)tot(ts r rs)D(p, )rs —rt)) . (A7)
Upon performing the integrals, and applying the LDA, p -+ p(t ), EF(s) -+ F +(r, s), then
3/2E (Tt s) = Po(~)e " ds12 s12e "" (47r) — jo(icss12)D(P(r) t s12)2c (A8)
or
Foes(rs) = po(ts)e "t*f ,, 'dere(sss, tst, s)D(r(r), s,s), (A9)
with
LDA ~ )3/2R (s, s12) = (4s') —
~
e ""~ j(){icss12) .2c& (Al.o)
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